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PHOD ADM Collar  

 
Overview 

The PHOD device, developed by Nearth Co. utilizes counter-rotating bungee cords to climb column-like objects 

of varying diameter. The speed and efficiency at which it climbs could pave the way for unmanned operations on 

trees, telephone poles, etc. There is currently no payload deployment mechanism for the PHOD.   

 

Objectives 

The overall objective was to design a mechanism that could be raised by the PHOD, deployed at any altitude, and 

later retrieved by the PHOD at a later time. This project may give the PHOD a viable industry application for 

carrying various payloads up to 20 lbs.  

 

Approach 

 Listed out project requirements and customer needs. 

 Concept Generation, prioritizing payload deployment then PHOD ascension and retrieval. 

o Review relevant patents for possible ideas. 

o Narrowed design based on QFD Matrix. 

 Generated Solidworks models for final hinged-collar design model. 

 Prototyped initial collar design using PVC and simulated payload weights. 

 Tested and validated payload deployment concept. 

 Constructed Alpha prototype and PHOD attachment arm. 

 Tested for proper ascension, deployment, and retrieval of collar during test. 

 Validated PHOD ascension and retrieval of ALPHA prototype. 

 Recorded failures and results, made adaptations to design as recommended. 

 Performed final test to prove concept and generate list of future considerations. 

 

Outcomes 
 

 

 The ADM Collar design is the most adjustable and adaptable design 

for the achieving the desired objective.  

 This collar may support a payload of up to 20 lbs. 

 Future design and material modifications will increase stability and 

reliability.  

o Suspended one-way wheels will better track with an uneven 

topography. 

o Aluminium Collar chassis will increase torsional rigidity. 

o Additional high-friction materials to be placed on payload-

side housing may be implemented.  

o The Electronic PHOD will excel at reducing vibrations upon 

ascension. 

 


